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Belief: Children should be able to consent to
cosmetic surgery.
Argument: Children do not have the mental
capacity to understand the consequences of
medical decisions.
Stance: Counter

Abstract
Recent commonsense-reasoning tasks are typically discriminative in nature, where a model
answers a multiple-choice question for a certain context. Discriminative tasks are limiting because they fail to adequately evaluate
the model’s ability to reason and explain predictions with underlying commonsense knowledge. They also allow such models to use
reasoning shortcuts and not be “right for the
right reasons”. In this work, we present E X PLAG RAPHS, a new generative and structured
commonsense-reasoning task (and an associated dataset) of explanation graph generation
for stance prediction. Specifically, given a belief and an argument, a model has to predict
if the argument supports or counters the belief
and also generate a commonsense-augmented
graph that serves as non-trivial, complete, and
unambiguous explanation for the predicted
stance. We collect explanation graphs through
a novel Create-Verify-And-Refine graph collection framework that improves the graph quality (up to 90%) via multiple rounds of verification and refinement. A significant 79%
of our graphs contain external commonsense
nodes with diverse structures and reasoning
depths. Next, we propose a multi-level evaluation framework, consisting of automatic metrics and human evaluation, that check for
the structural and semantic correctness of the
generated graphs and their degree of match
with ground-truth graphs. Finally, we present
several structured, commonsense-augmented,
and text generation models as strong starting
points for this explanation graph generation
task, and observe that there is a large gap with
human performance, thereby encouraging future work for this new challenging task.1
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Figure 1: Two representative examples from our
dataset. Explanation graphs are read and reasoned
through by following the edges that explain why the
argument supports or counters the belief.

Introduction

Current state-of-the-art commonsense reasoning
(CSR) (Davis and Marcus, 2015) models are typi-

cally trained and evaluated on discriminative tasks,
in which a model answers a multiple-choice question for a certain context (Zellers et al., 2018;
Sap et al., 2019b; Bisk et al., 2020). While pretrained language models perform well on these
tasks (Lourie et al., 2021), this setup limits the exploration and evaluation of a model’s ability to reason and explain its predictions with relevant commonsense knowledge, thereby allowing models to
solve tasks by using shortcuts, statistical biases
or annotation artifacts (Gururangan et al., 2018;
McCoy et al., 2019). Thus, we emphasize the importance of generative CSR capability, in which a
model has to compose and reveal the plausible commonsense knowledge required to solve a reasoning
task. Moreover, structured (e.g., graph-based) commonsense explanations, unlike unstructured natural
language explanations, can more explicitly explain
and evaluate the reasoning structures of the model
by visually laying out the relevant context and commonsense knowledge edges, chains, and subgraphs.

We propose E XPLAG RAPHS, a new generative
and structured CSR task (in English) of explana7716
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tion graph generation for stance prediction on debate topics. Specifically, our task requires a model
to predict whether a certain argument supports or
counters a belief, but correspondingly, also generate a commonsense explanation graph that explicitly lays out the reasoning process involved in
inferring the predicted stance. Consider Fig. 1
showing two examples with belief, argument, and
stance (support or counter) from our benchmarking
dataset collected for this task. Each example requires understanding social, cultural, or taxonomic
commonsense knowledge about debate topics in
order to infer the correct stance. The example on
the left requires the knowledge that “children” are
“still developing” and hence not capable of making an “important decision” like “cosmetic surgery”
which has “consequences”. Given this knowledge,
one can understand that the argument is counter to
the belief. We represent this knowledge in the form
of a commonsense explanation graph.

has context; necessary”), note that such edges are
essential in the context for composing an explanation that is indicative of the stance. Semantically,
our graphs are extended structured arguments, augmented with commonsense knowledge.
We construct a benchmarking dataset for our task
through a novel Create-Verify-And-Refine graph
collection framework. These graphs serve as nontrivial (not paraphrasing the belief as an edge), complete (explicitly connects the argument to the belief) and unambiguous (infers the target stance) explanations for the task (Sec. 3). The graph quality
is iteratively improved (up to 90%) through multiple verification and refinement rounds. 79% of our
graphs contain external commonsense nodes, indicating that commonsense is a critical component
of our task. Explanation graph generation poses
several syntactic and semantic challenges like predicting the internal nodes, generating the external
concepts and predicting and labeling the edges in
a way that leads to a connected DAG. Finally, the
graph should unambiguously infer the target stance.

Graphs are efficient for representing explanations due to multiple reasons: (1) unlike a chain of
We next present a multi-level evaluation framefacts (Khot et al., 2020; Jhamtani and Clark, 2020;
Inoue et al., 2020; Geva et al., 2021), they can cap- work for our task (Sec. 6, Fig. 4), consisting
of diverse automatic metrics and human evaluature complex dependencies between facts, while
tion. The evaluation framework checks for stance
also avoiding redundancy (e.g., “Factory farming
causes food and millions desire food” forms a “V- and graph consistency along with the structural
structure”), (2) unlike natural language explana- and semantic correctness of explanation graphs,
tions (Camburu et al., 2018; Rajani et al., 2019; both locally by evaluating the importance of each
edge and globally by the graph’s ability to reNarang et al., 2020; Brahman et al., 2021; Zhang
et al., 2020), it is easier to impose task-specific con- veal the target stance. Furthermore, we propose
straints on graphs (e.g., connectivity, acyclicity), graph-matching metrics like Graph Edit Distance
(Abu-Aisheh et al., 2015) and ones that extend
that eventually help in better quality control during
data collection (Sec. 4) and designing structural va- text-generation metrics for graphs (based on mullidity metrics for model-evaluation (Sec. 6), and (3) tiple test graphs in our dataset). Lastly, as some
unlike semi-structured templates (Ye et al., 2020; strong initial baseline models for this new task, we
propose a commonsense-augmented structured preMostafazadeh et al., 2020) or extractive rationales
(Zaidan et al., 2007; Lei et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2019; diction model that predicts nodes and edges jointly
DeYoung et al., 2020), they allow for more flexi- and enforces global graph constraints (e.g., connectivity) through an Integer Linear Program (ILP).
bility and expressiveness. Graphs can encode any
We
also experiment with BART (Lewis et al., 2019)
reasoning structure and the nodes are not limited
to just phrases from the context. As shown in Fig. and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) based models, and show
that all these models have difficulty in generating
1, our explanations are connected directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs), in which the nodes are either inter- meaningful graph explanations for our challenging
nal concepts (short phrases from the belief or argu- task, leaving a large gap between model and human
ment), or external commonsense concepts (dashed- performance. Overall, our main contributions are:
red), essential for connecting the internal concepts
• We propose E XPLAG RAPHS, a generative and
in a way that the stance is inferred. The edges
structured commonsense-reasoning task of exare labeled with commonsense relations chosen
planation graph generation for stance prediction.
from a pre-defined set. While some edges might
• We construct a benchmarking dataset for our task
not necessarily be factual (e.g., “Factory farming;
and propose a novel Create-Verify-And-Refine
7717

graph collection framework for collecting graphs
that serve as explanations for the task. Our framework is generalizable to any crowdsourced collection of graph-structured data.
• We propose a multi-level evaluation framework
with automatic metrics and human evaluation,
that compute structural and semantic correctness
of graphs and match with human-written graphs.
• We propose a commonsense-augmented structured model and BART/T5 based models for this
task, and find that they are relatively weak at generating reasoning graphs, obtaining 20% accuracy (compared to human performance of 84%).
We encourage researchers to use our benchmark as
a way to improve and explore structured commonsense reasoning capabilities of models.

2

Related Work

tion (Sakaguchi et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020),
abductive commonsense reasoning (Bhagavatula
et al., 2019) and general commonsense (Talmor
et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019;
Boratko et al., 2020). While there is an abundance
of discriminative commonsense tasks, there are
few recent works in generative commonsense tasks.
E.g., CommonGen (Lin et al., 2020) generates unstructured commonsense text, and EIGEN (Madaan
et al., 2020) considers event influence graph generation. Instead, our work focuses on generating
commonsense-augmented explanation graphs.
Stance Prediction and Argumentation: Previous stance prediction works have been largely applied to online content, for political, ideological
debates, rumor and fake news detection (Mohammad et al., 2016; Derczynski et al., 2017; Hardalov
et al., 2021). Other recent works on argumentation
deal with convincingness of claims and arguments
Habernal and Gurevych (2016); Gleize et al. (2019)
and reasons (Hasan and Ng, 2014). However, to
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
explore explicit commonsense-augmented graphbased explanations for stance prediction.

Structured Explanations in NLP: Explanation
datasets in NLP (Wiegreffe and Marasović, 2021)
take three major forms: (1) extractive rationales
(Zaidan et al., 2007; Lei et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2019;
DeYoung et al., 2020), (2) free-form or natural language explanations (Camburu et al., 2018; Rajani
et al., 2019; Narang et al., 2020; Brahman et al., 3 E XPLAG RAPHS Task Definition
2021; Zhang et al., 2020), and (3) structured explanations consisting of explanations graphs (Jansen
We propose E XPLAG RAPHS, a new generative and
et al., 2018; Jansen and Ustalov, 2019; Xie et al., structured commonsense-reasoning task, where
2020; Saha et al., 2020; Kalyanpur et al., 2020; given a belief about a topic and an argument, a
Saha et al., 2021), chain of facts (Khot et al., model has to (1) infer the stance (support/counter),
2020; Jhamtani and Clark, 2020; Inoue et al., 2020; and (2) generate the corresponding commonsense
Geva et al., 2021) or semi-structured text (Ye et al., explanation graph that explains the inferred stance
2020). Our commonsense explanations bear most
(Fig. 1). Our primary focus in this work is on
similarity to WorldTree’s (Jansen et al., 2018) ex- the second sub-task that requires generative complanation graphs. However, while they connect
monsense reasoning. The explanation graph is a
lexically-overlapping words, we connect concepts
connected and directed acyclic graph, where each
to create facts and diverse reasoning structures in
node is a concept (short English phrase). Concepts
fully-structured graphs with carefully designed con- are either internal (part of the belief or the argustraints for explainability. E XPLAG RAPHS’s expla- ment) or external (part of neither but essential for
nations also share similarities with visual scene
filling in any knowledge gap between the belief and
graphs from the vision community (Johnson et al., the argument). Each directed edge connects two
2015; Xu et al., 2017), in which the image entities
concepts and is labeled with one of the pre-defined
are connected via edges to represent relationships. commonsense relations. These relations are chosen
based on ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004) with
Commonsense Reasoning Benchmarks: A large
variety of CSR tasks have been developed recently, three modifications – (1) removing some generic
including commonsense extraction (Li et al., 2016; relations like “related to”, (2) merging some relaXu et al., 2018), next situation prediction (Zellers
tions that have similar meanings (e.g. “synonym of”
et al., 2018, 2019), cultural, social, and physical
and “similar to”), (3) adding a negated counterpart
commonsense understanding (Lin et al., 2018; Sap
(“not desires”) for every non-negated relation (“deet al., 2019a,b; Bisk et al., 2020; Hwang et al., sires”), to enable easy construction of support and
2020; Forbes et al., 2020), pronoun disambigua- counter explanations and a balanced set between
7718
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Figure 2: Interface for our data collection framework consisting of two stages. In Stage 1, we collect (belief,
argument, stance) triples in pre-HAMLET and multiple HAMLET (human-and-model-in-the-loop) rounds. In
each HAMLET round, we collect harder examples by asking the annotators to fool a stance prediction model. In
Stage 2, we collect the corresponding explanation graphs through a Create-Verify-And-Refine framework.

negated and non-negated relations (see appendix
for full list). Semantically, our explanation graphs
are commonsense-augmented structured arguments
that explicitly support or counter the belief. All subjective claims in the graph are assumed to be true
for inferring the stance. An explanation graph is
correct if it is both structurally and semantically
correct.
Structural Correctness of Graphs: In order to
ensure the structural validity of an explanation
graph, we define certain constraints on the graph
which not only ensure better quality control during
our data collection (Sec. 4) but also simplify the
evaluation (Sec. 6), given the open-ended nature
of our task. Note that most of these constraints
are only possible to impose because of the explicit
graphical structure of these explanations.
• Each concept should contain a maximum of three
words and each relation should be chosen from
the pre-defined set of relations.
• The total number of edges should be between 3
and 8, to ensure a good balance between underspecified and over-specified explanations.
• The graph should contain at least two concepts
from the belief and at least two from the argument. This ensures that the graph uses important
parts of the belief and argument (exactly, without
paraphrasing) to construct the explanation.
• The graph should be a connected DAG to ensure the presence of explicit reasoning chains
between the belief and argument and also avoid
redundancy or circular explanations. E.g., having “(vegans; antonym of; meat eaters)” makes
“(meat eaters; antonym of; vegans)” redundant.

Semantic Correctness of Graphs: We define
the semantic correctness of explanation graphs
as follows. First, all facts in the graph, individually, should be semantically coherent. Second,
the graph should be non-trivial, complete and unambiguous. We call a graph non-trivial if it uses
the argument to arrive at the belief and does not
use fact(s) which are mere paraphrases of the belief. E.g., for a belief “Factory farming should be
banned”, if the explanation graph contains facts
like “(Factory farming; desires; banned)”, then it
is only paraphrasing the belief to explain why the
belief holds, hence making the graph incorrect. Instead, it should be augmenting the argument with
commonsense knowledge like our graph in Fig. 1.
A complete graph is one which explicitly connects
the argument to the belief and no other commonsense knowledge is needed to understand why it
supports or counters the belief. E.g., in Fig. 1, the
fact “(necessary; not desires; banned)” makes the
explanation complete by explicitly connecting back
to the belief. We call a graph unambiguous if it,
as a whole, infers the target stance and only that
stance. We revisit these definitions of structural
and semantic correctness when evaluating the quality of human-written graphs (Sec. 4.2) as well as
model-generated graphs (Sec. 6).

4

Dataset Collection

We collect E XPLAG RAPHS data in two stages via
crowdsourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk (Fig.
2). In Stage 1 (left of Fig. 2), we collect instances
of belief, argument and their corresponding stance.
In Stage 2 (right of Fig. 2), we collect the corresponding commonsense explanation graph for each
7719

Figure 3: Explanation Graph Creation Interface.

(belief, argument, stance) sample.
4.1

Stage 1: (Belief, Argument, Stance)

In Stage 1, annotators are given prompts that express beliefs about various debate topics, extracted
from evidences in Gretz et al. (2019). We use 71
topics in total (see appendix for the list), randomly
assigning 53/9/9 disjoint topics to our train/dev/test
splits. Given the prompt, annotators write the belief expressed in the prompt and subsequently, a
supporting and a counter argument for the belief.
Since we focus on commonsense-augmented explanations, we want to ensure that most of our belief,
argument pairs require some implicit background
commonsense knowledge for understanding why a
certain argument supports or refutes the belief. For
collecting such pairs, we use Human-And-Modelin-the-Loop Enabled Training (HAMLET) (Nie
et al., 2019), a multi-round adversarial data collection procedure that enables the collection of trickier examples with more background commonsense
knowledge. Due to space constraints, we discuss
this in detail in appendix Sec. 1.1. After stance
label verification, we obtain a high fleiss-kappa
inter-annotator agreement of 0.61.
4.2

Stage 2: Commonsense Explanation
Graph Collection

a connected DAG with at least two concepts from
the belief and two from the argument. The graphical representation of the explanation provides an
explicit structure, thereby allowing us to automatically perform in-browser checks for these structural
constraints. Clicking on the “View Graph” button
shows the graph written so far. Before submitting,
we remind the annotators that they reason through
the graph and verify that it is non-trivial, complete
and unambiguous (marked red in Fig. 3). See
appendix for the graph creation instructions.
Graph Verification: Here, we verify the semantic correctness of graphs (as defined in Sec. 3)
because by construction, they are all structurally
correct. The explanation graphs should be complete and hence are treated as extended structured
arguments with commonsense. Thus, in our graph
verification step, we provide annotators with only
the belief and the corresponding explanation graph
and ask them to reason through it to infer the stance.
Additionally, we include a third category of “incorrect” graphs which is broadly aimed at identifying
the ill-formed graphs with either semantically incoherent facts, trivial belief-paraphrased facts, or
no explicit connection back to the belief (incomplete or ambiguous). Each graph is annotated by
three verifiers into one of support/counter/incorrect.
A graph is considered correct if and only if the
majority label matches the original stance (already
known from Stage 1). All other graphs are sent for
refinement (described next, also see Fig. 2) because
they are either incorrect or infer the wrong stance.
See appendix for the graph verification interface.
Graph Refinement: During graph refinement, in
addition to the belief, argument, and the target
stance, annotators are provided with the initial incorrect graph along with the verification label from
the previous stage. Then another qualified annotator who is not the author of the initial graph is
asked to refine it. Refinement is defined in terms
of three edit operations on the graph: (1) adding
a new fact, (2) removing an existing fact, and (3)
replacing an existing fact. We again ensure that the
refined graph adheres to the structural constraints.
See appendix for the instructions and interface.

Given the (belief, argument, stance) triples from
Stage 1, we next collect the corresponding commonsense explanation graphs through a generic
Create-Verify-And-Refine iterative framework.
Graph Creation: Annotators are given a belief, an
argument, and the stance (support or counter) and
are asked to construct a commonsense-augmented
Graph Quality: The refined graphs are again sent
explanation graph that explicitly explains the stance
to the verification stage and the process iterates
(Fig. 3). A graph is constructed by writing multiple
between the verification and refinement stages unfacts, each consisting of two concepts and a cho- til we obtain a high percentage of correct graphs.
sen relation that connects the two concepts. The
We perform two rounds of refinement, and obannotators write 3-8 facts such that the facts lead to
tain a high 90% of semantically correct graphs
7720

Round

Train
Total

S/C

Pre-HAMLET
HAMLET R1
HAMLET R2
HAMLET R3
E XPLAG RAPHS

Topics

S/C

Dev
Total

Topics

Test (2 graphs/sample)
S/C
Total Topics

541 / 457
347 / 226
234 / 181
213 / 169

998
573
415
382

33
20
20
20

79 / 76
66 / 63
54 / 60

155
129
114

9
9
9

84 / 80
64 / 59
52 / 61

164
123
113

9
9
9

1335 / 1033

2368

53

199 / 199

398

9

200 / 200

400

9

Table 1: E XPLAG RAPHS dataset statistics: S = Support, C = Counter, Topics = Number of spanning topics.
#N

#E

#EN

D

%Non-linear

%EN

Train
Dev
Test

5.1
5.4
5.2

4.2
4.5
4.3

1.3
1.6
1.4

3.3
3.8
3.3

58.8
47.0
63.9

78.2
88.4
78.4

Total

5.2

4.3

1.3

3.4

58.6

79.4

Level 1

Stance Accuracy

Level 2

Structural Accuracy
of Graphs

Edge Accuracy
(Local)
Semantic
Correctness of
Graphs
(Global)

Level 3
Human
Model
G-BLEU
G-ROUGE

Graph Matching
Score

G-BERTScore
GED

Table 2: Graph Statistics: #N, #E, #EN = Average number of nodes, edges and external nodes respectively. D
= Average depth of graphs. %Non-Linear = percentage
of graphs which are not linear chains. % EN = percentage of graphs with external node(s) in the graph.

(67%, 81% and 90% after rounds 1, 2 and 3 respectively). Our Create-Verify-And-Refine framework
is generic and allows for iterative improvement of
graphs. See appendix for various quality control
mechanisms for complex graph collection, which
we believe will be helpful for similar future efforts.

5

Dataset Analysis

E XPLAG RAPHS consists of a total of 3166 samples (see Table 1).2 We collect two graphs for each
sample in the test set. Table 2 shows statistics
concerning the average number of nodes, edges,
and external commonsense nodes present in our
graphs. Approximately, 79% of graphs contain external nodes, indicating that most of our samples
require background commonsense knowledge to
explicitly support or refute a belief. Additionally,
our graphs have diverse reasoning structures, with
58% of non-linear graphs. A large presence of
non-linear structures and an average depth of 4 indicates complex reasoning involved in our task. We
also find that the most frequently used relations are
causal (like “capable of”, “causes”, “desires”, and
their negative counterparts), which further supports
our graphs as explanations (details in appendix).

Figure 4: Our multi-level evaluation framework.

6

Evaluation Metrics

Explanation graphs can be represented in multiple
correct ways with varying levels of specificity and
different graphical structures. A single concept can
also be paraphrased differently. Thus, we design a
3-level evaluation pipeline (see Fig. 4).
Level 1 – Stance Accuracy (SA): All models
for our task predict both the stance label and the
commonsense explanation graph. In Level 1, we
report the stance prediction accuracy which ensures
that the explanation graph is consistent with the predicted stance. Samples with a correctly predicted
stance are then passed to the next levels that check
for the quality of the generated explanation graphs.
Level 2 – Structural Correctness Accuracy of
Graphs (StCA): As per our task definition in
Sec. 3, for an explanation graph to be correct,
it first has to be structurally correct. Hence, we
compute the fraction of structurally correct graphs
(connected DAGs with at least three edges and at
least two concepts from the belief and at least two
from the argument). Samples with correct stances
and structurally correct graphs are then evaluated
in Level 3 for: (1) semantic correctness, (2) match
with GT graphs, and (3) edge importance.

Level 3 – Semantic Correctness Accuracy of
Graphs (SeCA): Identifying semantic correctness of a graph requires following our human verification process discussed in Sec. 4.2. A graph
is semantically correct if all its edges are semanti2
Like prior structured data collection efforts (Geva et al.,
cally coherent and given the belief, the unambigu2021), graph collection is challenging due to the difficulty in
ously inferred stance from the graph matches the
training annotators to create (connected/acyclic) graphs and
verifying them for semantic consistency and stance inference.
original stance. However, both these aspects are
7721

Level 3 – G-BERTScore (G-BS): We also introduce a matching metric that quantifies the degree of
match between the ground-truth and the predicted
graphs. We call this G-BERTScore, designed as an
extension of a text generation metric, BERTScore
(Zhang* et al., 2020) for graph-matching. We consider graphs as a set of edges and solve a matching
problem that finds the best assignment between the
edges in the gold graph and those in the predicted
graph. Each edge is treated as a sentence and the
scoring function between a pair of gold and predicted edges is given by BERTScore.3 Given the
best assignment and the overall matching score,
we compute precision, recall and report F1 as our
G-BERTScore metric. On the test set, we consider
the best match across all ground-truth graphs.
Level 3 – Graph Edit Distance (GED): As a
more interpretable graph matching metric, we use
Graph Edit Distance (Abu-Aisheh et al., 2015) to
compute the distance between the predicted graph
and the gold graph. Formally, GED measures the
number of edit operations (addition, deletion, and
replacement of nodes and edges) for transforming the predicted graph to a graph isomorphic to
the gold graph. The cost of each edit operation
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Internal Node Prediction

RoBERTa (Finetuned on ConceptNet)

Necessary

Cartesian
Product

|R|

Graph Constraints - ILP

Food

BART
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=
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challenging because they require understanding the
underlying semantics and reasoning through the
graph. Carrying this out by humans at a large scale
is also expensive. Thus, following previous works
(Zhang* et al., 2020; Sellam et al., 2020; Pruthi
et al., 2020), we propose an automatic model-based
metric that given a belief-graph pair, predicts the label between incorrect, support, and counter. Specifically, we fine-tune RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)
on the beliefs and corresponding human-verified
graphs from our data collection phase. Graphs
are fed as concatenated edges to the model. Since
the space of incorrect graphs is potentially huge,
we augment our training data with synthetically
created incorrect graphs (by randomly adding, removing, or replacing edges) from already correct
(support/counter) graphs. Note that our automatic
metric is not meant to replace human evaluation.
Thus, for completeness, we still perform human
evaluation and show human-metric correlation for
SeCA (Sec. 8).

Inference
External Node Gen

Figure 5: Our Commonsense-Augmented Structured
Prediction Model for explanation graph generation.

is chosen to be 1. The GED for each sample is
normalized between 0 and 1 by an appropriate normalizing constant (upper bound of GED). Thus, the
samples with either incorrect stances or structurally
incorrect graphs will have a maximum normalized
GED of 1 while samples whose graphs match exactly will have a score of 0. The overall GED is
given by the average of the sample-wise GEDs.
Lower GED indicates that the predicted graphs
match more closely with the gold graphs.
Level 3 – Edge Importance Accuracy (EA):
While SeCA assesses the correctness of a graph
at a global level, we also propose a local modelbased metric, named “Edge Importance Accuracy”
which computes the macro-average of important
edges in the predicted graphs. An edge is defined
as important if not having it as part of the graph
causes a decrease in the model’s confidence for the
target stance. We first fine-tune a RoBERTa model
that given a (belief, argument, graph) triple, predicts the probability of the target stance. Next, we
remove one edge at a time from the corresponding
graph and query the same model with the belief,
argument and the graph but with the edge removed.
If we observe a drop in the model’s confidence for
the target stance, the edge is considered important.

7

Models

Following prior work on explanation generation
(Rajani et al., 2019), we experiment with two broad
families of models – (1) Reasoning (First-GraphThen-Stance) models that first predict the expla3
nation graph by conditioning on the belief and the
We choose BERTScore over BLEU or ROUGE because
they have been shown to correlate poorly with humans for
argument. Then it augments the belief and the arguprior natural language explanation studies (Camburu et al.,
ment with the generated graph to predict the stance,
2018; Marasović et al., 2020). However, for completeness
sake, our code reports them.
(2) Rationalizing (First-Stance-Then-Graph) mod7722

SA↑

StCA↑

SeCA↑

G-BS↑

GED↓

EA↑

Hu↑

RE-BA
RA-BA
RE-T5
RA-T5
RE-SP

68.5
87.2
69.0
87.2
72.5

18.7
25.7
32.5
38.7
62.5

11.2
13.0
13.5
19.0
20.0

15.6
22.0
28.3
33.6
50.0

0.86
0.81
0.75
0.71
0.60

10.0
12.8
17.3
20.8
26.2

5.7
8.5
8.7
10.5
12.5

UB

91.0

91.0

83.5

71.1

0.38

46.8

80.3

Table 3: Results of our models across all metrics on E XPLAG RAPHS test set. UB = Metric Upper Bound, Hu =
Human verification of semantic correctness of graphs.

els that first predict the stance, followed by generating graphs as post-hoc explanations. In both these
types of models, the stance prediction happens
through a fine-tuned RoBERTa. For graph generation, we first propose a commonsense-augmented
structured model (described next). We also experiment with state-of-the-art text generation models like BART and T5 that generate graphs as linearized strings. During training, edges in the graphs
are ordered according to the depth-first-traversal
(DFS) order of the nodes. See appendix for details
on fine-tuning BART and T5 for graph generation.

tions for all possible edges which are then passed to
a 2-layer classifier for prediction. To augment our
model with external commonsense, we first finetune RoBERTa and the edge module on ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004). (d) Enforcing Graph
Constraints: Our final loss sums the cross-entropy
losses from the node and edge module. Following Saha et al. (2020), during inference, we ensure connectivity and acyclicity in the explanation
graph through an Integer Linear Program. See appendix Sec. C.3 for a more formal description of
the model.4

Commonsense-Augmented Structured Predic- 8 Experiments and Analysis
tion Model: Next, as another baseline, we
present a commonsense-augmented structured pre- In Table 3, we compare our Reasoning-SP
(RE-SP) model that generates graphs using the
diction model. As shown in Fig. 5, it has the
following four modules: (a) Internal Nodes Pre- structured model with Rationalizing-BART/T5
(RA-BART/T5) and Reasoning-BART/T5 (REdiction: It identifies the concepts (nodes) from the
BART/T5) models that generate graphs using
belief or the argument. We pose this task as a
BART/T5. Besides our automatic metrics, the last
sequence-tagging problem where given a sequence
column shows human evaluation of semantic corof tokens from the belief and argument, each token
is classified into one of the three classes {B-N, I-N, rectness of graphs. Below, we summarize our key
findings.
O} denoting the beginning, inside and outside of a
node respectively. We build this module on top of a
SP vs BART/T5: BART and T5, used out-of-thepre-trained RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) by feeding
box, fail to generate a high percentage of strucin the concatenated belief and argument and having
turally correct graphs (StCA) due to the lack of
a standard 2-layer classifier at the top. (b) Exterexplicit constraints. Overall, RE-SP is the best pernal Commonsense Nodes Generation: We build
forming model across all automatic metrics and huthis module separately by fine-tuning a pre-trained
man evaluation. It obtains a much higher StCA due
BART (Lewis et al., 2019) model that conditions
to the constraints-enforcing ILP module and eventuon the concatenated belief and argument and genally a higher SeCA. Its superior performance is also
erates a sequence of commonsense concepts. (c)
reflected through the other metrics (G-BS, GED,
Edge Prediction: We pose this as a multi-way clasand EA). See appendix for more analysis (like persification problem in which given a pair of nodes,
4
the module has to classify the edge into one reOur E XPLAG RAPHS task also encourages future work
based on other related structured models such as deep generlation (or no edge). This module is conditioned
ative models for graphs (You et al., 2018; Simonovsky and
on the node prediction module to enable learning
Komodakis, 2018; Grover et al., 2019; Liao et al., 2019; Shi
edges between the set of chosen nodes only and
et al., 2020), but with adaptation to the unique challenges
also for optimizing both modules jointly. Specif- involved in our task, e.g., learning a good representation of
the context using some pre-trained language model, identifyically, given the set of node representations from
ing the internal nodes, generating the external/commonsense
the node module, we construct the edge representa- nodes and inferring the relations between nodes.
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Belief: Collectivism is dangerous.
Argument: Collectivism fosters empathy.
Stance: Counter
Verification: Correct
collectivism

Belief: Collectivism is better for society.
Argument: Collectivism is more compassionate than
individualism by nature.
Stance: Support
Verification: Incorrect
collectivism

RA-T5
RE-T5
RE-SP

individualism

causes

causes

has property

positive
effects

empathy
causes

less negative
effects

causes

compassionate

people feel
comfortable

antonym of

has property

not capable of

dangerous

good for
society

bad for
society

antonym of
antonym of

better for
society

Figure 6: Predicted graphs from the RE-SP model.
The first graph is correct, while the second one is not.

formance at varying reasoning depths, structures
and the effect of edge ordering on BART/T5).
Explanation Impact (RA vs RE): RA models
predict the stance first without the graph, while the
RE models predict the stance conditioned on the
generated graph. RE models’ drop in SA points to
their overall limitations in generating helpful explanations. In fact, conditioning on such graphs makes
the model less confident of its stance predictions.
Metrics’ Upper Bound: While the stance accuracy (SA) is sufficiently high for all models, they
obtain a significantly low semantic correctness accuracy (SeCA) for graphs (between 10-20%). To
obtain an upper bound on our metrics (last row),
we treat ground-truth graphs as predictions and
find that they not only aid in stance prediction
(SA increases from 87% to 91%) but also obtain a
high 83% SeCA. Given the large gap (>60%) between human and model performance, we hope our
dataset will encourage future work on better model
development for explanation graph generation.
Human-Metric Correlation for SeCA: While
we develop an initial automatic metric for SeCA, it
still is a challenging problem and hence human
evaluation for the same is necessary. In order
to show human-metric correlation for SeCA, we
perform human evaluation (using the exact mechanism of human-written graph verification, discussed in Sec. 4.2) of all structurally-correct generated graphs. Encouragingly, we find that our modelbased metric (SeCA column) correlates well with
humans (last column), with RE-SP being the best
model. The human verification labels match with
the SeCA model’s predictions 68% of the time.

#N

#E

#EN

D

%NL

%EN

4.3
4.4
6.2

3.3
3.4
5.2

0.3
0.3
2.2

3.3
3.3
2.6

3.5
7.6
99.6

24.8
28.8
97.6

Table 4: Statistics for the generated explanation graphs.
NL = Non-Linear graphs, EN = External Nodes.

the wrong relations for certain edges (in red), thus
pointing to its lack of commonsense. Overall, we
find a large fraction of incorrect graphs contain incoherent facts or facts not adhering to human commonsense. Table 4 shows that RE-SP generates
more nodes, edges, external nodes and non-linear
structures, due to its individual components.

9

Discussion and Future Work

We show the promise of explanation graphs by
considering the task of stance prediction as a motivating use-case because it is representative of many
sentence-pair inference tasks (consider the belief
as the premise, argument as the hypothesis and the
support/counter labels as entailment/contradiction).
We believe that our definition of explanation graphs
(Sec. 3) is quite generic and should extend naturally
to any NLU task, e.g., the internal nodes are concepts that are part of a context (context could mean
premise-hypothesis for NLI, passage for sentiment
classification, passage-question for QA, etc), the external nodes refer to concepts that are not part of the
context, the edges are semantic relations between
concepts, and the DAG-like constraints ensure the
presence of explicit reasoning structures. Although
we choose a pre-defined set of relations for our
task that can adequately represent most commonsense facts, the relations can be updated/adapted
for a different task. Given the potential of explanation graphs in improving the explainability of many
reasoning tasks, we hope future work can further
explore their applicability in different scenarios.

10

Conclusion

We proposed E XPLAG RAPHS, a new generative
and structured commonsense-reasoning task (and
a benchmarking dataset) on explanation graph generation for stance prediction. Additionally, we
proposed automatic evaluation metrics and an iniAnalysis of Generated Graphs: Fig. 6 shows
tial structured model for E XPLAG RAPHS, demontwo randomly chosen graphs generated by RE- strating its difficulty in generating high-quality
SP containing external commonsense nodes like
commonsense-augmented graphical explanations,
“positive effects”, “good for society”. While the
and encouraging future work on better graph-based
first graph is correct, the second graph chooses
commonsense explanation generation.
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Ethical Considerations
We select crowdworkers from Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT) who are located in the US and Australia with a HIT approval rate higher than 96%
and at least 1000 HITs approved. To ensure high
data quality, we perform multiple on-boarding tests
(details in the appendix) and manually verify a lot
of the initial explanation graphs. We also provide
personal feedback to a number of annotators. A
total of 198 workers took part in our data collection
and human verification process. We compensated
annotators at the rate of $12-15 per hour. The payments per HIT for each of our tasks are listed in the
appendix. To estimate this, we first post small pilot
studies to evaluate average time of completion, and
pay users accordingly. Annotators who annotated
high-quality graphs were regularly compensated
with bonuses, throughout the duration of our data
collection process. Also, our dataset mostly reflects the views of a set of English-speaking US
annotators about some of the debate topics. However, for completeness, we collect both support and
counter sides of the arguments. While some of
the beliefs may span controversial topics, we as
authors do not promote or stand with either side of
the argument. Instead, we focus on the explainability aspect of these arguments through background
commonsense knowledge.
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Our stage 1 data collection consists of one preHAMLET round and three rounds of HAMLET
(Nie et al., 2019).

A.1

Data Collection
Stage 1: (Belief, Argument, Stance)
Collection

Pre-HAMLET: The complete instructions for
pre-HAMLET data collection is shown in Fig. 7.
Briefly, annotators write the belief expressed in the
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Qinyuan Ye, Xiao Huang, Elizabeth Boschee, and Xiang Ren. 2020. Teaching machine comprehension
with compositional explanations. In Proceedings of

as part of the pre-HAMLET collection to ensure
that the examples in these splits are sufficiently
hard for the models.

Figure 7: Interface showing the instructions for collecting belief and argument (support and counter) pairs
on MTurk for the pre-HAMLET stage, given a prompt
about one of the debate topics.

HAMLET: We follow the initial pre-HAMLET
collection round with 3 rounds of HAMLET collection to reduce any annotation artifacts and most
importantly, collect harder examples with implicit
background knowledge. Fig. 8 shows the instructions for the HAMLET rounds. At each round of
HAMLET collection, we ask annotators to write
(belief, argument) pairs in a way that a stance prediction model is fooled. In the first round, we start
by fine-tuning a RoBERTa model (Liu et al., 2019)
on the pre-HAMLET data that given a (belief, argument) pair predicts the stance label. After each
round, we divide the collected HAMLET data into
train, dev and test splits based on their respective
topics and update the RoBERTa model by training
on the pre-HAMLET data and the train splits of the
HAMLET rounds collected so far. We collect data
in each round from the remaining 38 topics (20
train, 9 dev, 9 test) equally. In contrast to the preHAMLET round, here we also provide the target
stance label along with the prompt and annotators
are asked to write the belief and an argument that
adhere to the target label. Once they construct a
pair, in real-time, it is sent to the stance prediction
model and if the model is able to predict the stance
correctly, we prompt the annotators to rewrite either
the belief or the argument. We provide annotators 3
tries in Round 1 and 4 tries in Round 2 and Round
3 to fool the model, following which we accept
the final pair. Our HAMLET collection comprises
of a total of 2170 samples with 892, 667 and 611
samples in rounds 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Quality Control: We apply the following mechanisms to control the quality of the collected data.
• Onboarding Test: Each annotator is required
to successfully pass an onboarding quiz before
Figure 8: Interface showing the instructions for collectthey can start writing belief and argument pairs.
ing belief and argument pairs on MTurk for the HAMIn this test, we evaluate their understanding of
LET stage, given a prompt about one of the debate topsupportive and counter arguments by providing
ics and the target stance label (support or counter).
them with 10 (belief, argument) pairs and they
are asked to choose if the argument supports or
prompt along with a supporting and a counter arcounters the belief.
gument. The beliefs and arguments are typically
• Stance Label Verification: We verify the stance
one-sentence long. We collect a total of 998 samlabels of all the examples collected in preples from randomly chosen 33 topics out of the 53
HAMLET and HAMLET rounds. This is partictrain topics with an average of 30 samples per topic.
ularly necessary for the HAMLET rounds where
Note that we do not include the dev and test topics
the annotators are constrained to fool the model
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Figure 9: Instructions for commonsense explanation graph creation: We start by explaining the overall motivation
and goal of this task, followed by the definitions of commonsense fact, concept, and relation. As part of the
guidelines, we provide the detailed steps to perform this task and the list of structural constraints on the explanation
graphs. We also remind the workers to verify their own graphs before submitting by following three basic steps of
stance inference from the graphs. Since workers are required to fix their graphs if they are not connected DAGs,
we also provide examples of disconnected and cyclic graphs.

A.2

Figure 10: Interface showing the instructions for verifying the stance labels for belief and argument pairs on
MTurk. We keep only those pairs which have majority
stance label support or counter across five verifiers.

Stage 2: Commonsense Explanation
Graph Collection

Graph Creation: Fig. 9 shows the detailed instructions provided to the annotators for commonsense explanation graph creation. We start by explaining the overall motivation and the goal of our
task, followed by the definitions of commonsense
fact, concept, and relation. As part of the guidelines, we provide the detailed steps to perform this
task and the list of structural constraints on the
explanation graphs. We remind the workers to verify their own graphs before submitting, by following three basic steps of stance inference from the
graphs. We also provide examples of disconnected
and cyclic graphs to help them understand structurally incorrect graphs.

Graph Verification: In Fig. 11, we show the instructions provided for verifying the semantic corand it is hard to create such samples and hence
rectness of our commonsense explanation graphs.
verification is required. Fig. 10 shows the inter- In this stage, we refer to explanation graphs as arface for our stance label verification, given the
gument graphs since our graphs are extended strucbelief and the argument. For each (belief, argu- tured arguments. We provide annotators will only
ment) pair, we ask five annotators to choose the
the belief and the argument graph, and ask them
correct label between “support”, “counter”, and
to choose between incorrect, support and counter
“neutral”. We choose the majority label as the fi- labels. We also provide examples of semantically
nal label and keep only those examples that have
incorrect graphs. Fig. 12 shows the interface for
majority labels either “support” or “counter”.
graph verification.
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Figure 11: Instructions for commonsense graph verification: Explanation graphs are treated as augmented structured arguments for this task and hence referred to as argument graphs. Given a belief and the argument graph,
workers are required to choose between incorrect, support and counter labels. We begin by visually explaining
what an argument graph is, and also show examples of incorrect graphs. To ensure good inter-annotator agreement
and that the semantically incorrect graphs are identified correctly, we also provide some general guidelines for
performing this task.

provide some broad guidelines of how to refine
the graphs. Our refinement interface is shown in
Figure 14. They refine the initial graph by adding,
removing or replacing facts and the “View Graph”
button shows the updated graph, with the changes
marked in red.
Quality Control: Quality control of crowdsourced data is challenging, more so when the task
involves creating graphs with associated constraints
like acyclicity, connectivity, etc and then reasoning
through the graph to infer the target label. Verifying these graphs for completeness, semantic coherence and non-triviality also requires understanding
the overall motivation of the underlying task and
hence is significantly more challenging than our
Stage 1 stance label verification. In the light of
these challenges, we employ carefully designed
quality control mechanisms, which we believe will
be helpful for similar graph collection tasks in the
future.
Figure 12: Interface for graph verification.

• 2-level Onboarding Test: Since the three stages
of graph creation, verification and refinement
Graph Refinement: In Fig. 13, we show the
are closely tied to one another, we choose a sininstructions of graph refinement in which we also
gle pool of annotators to perform all the graph7731

Figure 13: Instructions for graph refinement.

related tasks. We also prohibit annotators from
verifying their own graphs. We design a 2-level
onboarding test where in the first level, we test
the annotators’ understanding of a commonsense
fact because that is the basic building block of
our graphs. Annotators are tested on 10 multiple
choice questions, half of which require choosing
the correct relation given the two concepts and
another half require choosing the right pair of
concepts, given the relation. Successful annotators from the first level qualify for the second
level, where they are required to take two other
tests. In one, we ask them to create a graph given
a (belief, argument, stance) triple, whose quality we manually verify and in another, we ask
them to verify the correctness of some already
provided explanation graphs.

Figure 14: Interface for commonsense explanation
graph refinement: Annotators are provided with the
belief, argument, the stance label, the initial incorrect
explanation graph and the majority verification label.
They refine the graph by adding, removing or replacing
facts and the changes to the initial graph are shown in
red.

provements wherever there are some incoherent
facts in the graph or the graph is a trivial explanation or is incomplete. Over time, we find such
personal feedback to be highly effective towards
improving the quality of the graphs.
• High-performing annotators for Refinement:
While it is theoretically possible to run multiple
iterations of graph verification and refinement,
under most practical scenarios due to time and
budget constraints, we want to ensure that a few
rounds of refinement is enough to obtain a high
percentage of correct graphs. Hence, we qualify only the high-performing annotators (whose
graphs have been verified as correct the most) for
our refinement task.

• Intensive Training and Feedback: We begin
by providing detailed feedback and explanations
of the correct answers from the onboarding tests
to every qualified annotator. Every new annotator who starts creating graphs for the first time is
initially requested to submit only a small number
of graphs. We then verify these graphs manually
and provide detailed feedback and suggest im7732

Train Topics

Train Topics

Dev Topics

We should cancel pride parades
We should ban algorithmic trading
We should subsidize stay-at-home dads
We should introduce compulsory voting
We should subsidize space exploration
We should abolish the right to keep and bear arms
We should abolish the Olympic Games
Holocaust denial should be a criminal offence
We should abolish the three-strikes laws
We should prohibit school prayer
We should adopt gender-neutral language
We should ban cosmetic surgery for minors
We should abandon the use of school uniform
We should adopt a multi-party system
Payday loans should be banned
Blockade of the Gaza Strip should be ended
We should legalize cannabis
Homeopathy brings more harm than good
We should ban targeted killing
Assisted suicide should be a criminal offence
The use of public defenders should be mandatory
We should abandon television
We should prohibit flag burning
We should limit judicial activism
We should end the use of economic sanctions
We should end mandatory retirement

We should ban missionary work
We should ban the Church of Scientology
We should ban naturopathy
We should subsidize journalism
The vow of celibacy should be abandoned
We should adopt a zero-tolerance policy in schools
Surrogacy should be banned
We should ban telemarketing
We should legalize sex selection
We should legalize prostitution
We should ban whaling
We should ban private military companies
We should legalize organ trade
We should subsidize student loans
We should prohibit women in combat
We should end racial profiling
We should abolish intellectual property rights
We should ban factory farming
Intelligence tests bring more harm than good
We should ban the use of child actors
We should abolish safe spaces
We should subsidize Wikipedia
Foster care brings more harm than good
Social media brings more harm than good
We should abolish capital punishment
We should limit executive compensation

We should stop the development of autonomous
cars
Homeschooling should be banned
We should subsidize vocational education
We should abolish zoos
We should oppose collectivism
We should fight for the abolition of nuclear
weapons
We should ban fast food
We should end affirmative action
We should legalize polygamy

Test Topics
We should abandon marriage
We should ban cosmetic surgery
We should adopt an austerity regime
We should fight urbanization
We should subsidize embryonic stem cell research
Entrapment should be legalized
We should ban human cloning
We should close Guantanamo Bay detention camp
We should adopt atheism

Figure 15: The complete list of debate topics used in our data collection process.

antonym of
synonym of
at location
not at location
capable of
not capable of
causes
not causes
created by
not created by
is a
is not a
desires
not desires

has subevent
not has subevent
part of
not part of
has context
not has context
has property
not has property
made of
not made of
receives action
not receives action
used for
not used for

Figure 16: The complete list of commonsense relations
used for our explanation graphs.

Task

Pay/HIT (in cents)

Pre-HAMLET Collection
HAMLET Collection
Stance Verification
Graph Creation
Graph Refinement
Graph Verification

25
25
5
45
45
10

Table 5: Payment per HIT (in cents) for each of our
tasks on MTurk (with additional bonuses).

graph creation. We broadly choose the relation
set from ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004), while
removing generic relations like “related to” and
adding a negative counterpart for every positive
relation to enable the composition of supportive
and counter graphs.
Due to this, the relations used to construct the
facts in our graphs can be divided into two categories – with and without negations (“not capable
of” vs “capable of”). We analyze the presence
of these relations separately for the support and
counter graphs. Fig. 17 illustrates that while nonnegated relations are used more frequently in both
kinds of graphs, they broadly follow a similar distribution of negated vs non-negated relations, demonstrating that the usage of a type of relation is not
indicative of the stance label and actually depends
on the specific context they are being used in. Interestingly, we also observe that the most frequently
used relations in both stances are causal in nature
(like “capable of”, “causes”, “desires”, and their
negative counterparts), which further supports our
graphs as explanations.

C
C.1

B

Data Analysis

Models
Reasoning Model
(First-Graph-Then-Stance)

Our first approach towards generating both stance
In Figure 15, we show the full list of debate topics
and explanation graphs is through a reasoning
used in our data collection process. The train split
model that first predicts the explanation graph by
consists of 53 topics, while the dev and the test
conditioning on the belief and the argument and
splits contain 9 topics each. Figure 16 shows all the
then uses the generated graph, augmented with the
commonsense relations used for our explanation
belief and the argument, to predict the stance label.
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Figure 17:
Gold Graphs: Frequencies of occurrence of positive and negative relation
not desires for
(5%)
support and counter
graph
along
with
sub-classification
into
relation
level
statistics.
not part of
antonym of

relations
88%

(1%)
not part of
explanation
(1%) graph,

antonym of
(2%)

(1%)

is not a (1%)

The
in this case, provides addinegated
tional commonsense
relations for
is not a (1%) knowledge and structure
other (3%)
the stance prediction task. For the BART (Lewis
et al., 2019) ornegated
T5-based (Raffel et al., 2020) graph
relations
prediction models,
other (3%) the input is the concatenated
belief, argument (separated by separator) and the
output is the explanation graph. We represent and
predict graphs as linearized strings formed by concatenating the constituent edges. Since our explanation graphs are connected DAGs, during training,
the edges are concatenated according to the depthfirst-search (DFS) order of the nodes. In our experiments, we perform an empirical study showing that
DFS marginally outperforms other edge orderings
and is significantly better than a random ordering
(see Results). Next, for the stance prediction model,
we fine-tune a pre-trained sequence classification
model, RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), which conditions on the concatenated belief, argument and the
linearized graph to predict the stance label.5
C.2

Rationalizing Model
(First-Stance-Then-Graph)

Our second approach is via a rationalizing model
which generates graphs as post-hoc explanations.
Specifically, we first fine-tune a RoBERTa model
to predict the stance label by conditioning on the
belief and argument. The predicted labels are then
concatenated with the belief and argument to finetune BART and T5 models for generating the explanation graph in a post-hoc manner. Similar to
5

The stance prediction model can possibly be improved
with better encoding of the explanation graph (e.g., through
graph neural networks). We hope our challenging dataset
encourages such model development as part of the future work
by the community.

not part of
(2%)

the reasoning models, graphs are represented as
linearized strings according to the DFS order
of the
negated
relations other
nodes.
(8%)
C.3

Commonsense-Augmented Structured
Prediction Model

Our model consists of the following four components.
Internal Nodes Prediction: It involves predicting the nodes which are either part of the belief
or the argument. We build this module on top of
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), which takes in the
concatenated belief and the argument (separated
by a separator). The task is posed as a sequencetagging problem, where given a sequence of tokens
s = (t1 , t2 , . . . , tn ), each token is classified into
one of the three classes, {B-N, I-N, O}, where
B-N indicates the start token of the node, I-N denotes the intermediate node tokens and O denotes
tokens which are not part of any node. For example, given a belief “Factory farming should not be
banned”, the gold sequence tag is {B-N, I-N, O,
O, O, B-N}. Given the representation of each token from RoBERTa, we classify them into one of
the three classes using two fully-connected layers
with dropout. The module is trained using standard
cross-entropy loss over all tokens.
External Commonsense Nodes Prediction:
For generating external commonsense nodes which
are neither part of the belief nor the argument,
we separately fine-tune a BART model.6 We
construct samples, where the input is again the
concatenated belief and the argument and the
6
We also experiment with T5, but find BART to perform
better.
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output is a comma-separated list of external
nodes. For example, we construct samples like
X = Factory farming should not be banned
<s> Factory farming feeds millions, y = Food,
Necessary, where “Food” and “Necessary” are
the commonsense nodes identified from the gold
graph. The generated nodes from the BART model
are fed to RoBERTa (from the previous module)
and concatenated with the belief and the argument
as part of the input, so as to have an unified model.
Edge Prediction: We model edge prediction as
a multi-way classification problem over 29 classes
(one class for each of our 28 relations and one
for no edge, if no edge exists between the two
nodes). Given the representation of each token
from RoBERTa, we construct the representation
of each node by mean-pooling over the representations of the constituent tokens. These node representations are used to construct the edge representations. Specifically, given two node representations
ni and nj and the representation of a relation r, we
construct the edge representation for that relation
by concatenating the relation representation, the
individual node representations along with their
element-wise difference to capture the directionality of the edge. Similar to the node module, the
edge embeddings are also passed to a standard 2layer classifier which predicts the probability of
each edge belonging to any one of the classes. The
module is trained with cross-entropy loss over all
edges. Our final loss is the summation of the node
loss and the edge loss. Given that our training data
is not sufficient to learn commonsense relations between concepts from scratch, we initially fine-tune
the RoBERTa pre-trained weights and the edge classifier on ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004) triples.
Specifically, we consider facts like (man, capable
of, eating) from ConceptNet and create training
data consisting of X = man <s> eating and y =
capable of where <s> is a separator used for separating the two concepts. We find that augmenting
knowledge from ConceptNet improves the edge
prediction capability of our model.

from their respective modules, in the second step,
we predict the edge probabilities using the edge
module. During edge inference, we want to enforce additional constraints such that the edges are
predicted in a way that the final explanation graph
is a connected DAG. Following prior work (Saha
et al., 2020), we achieve this through an Integer Linear Program (ILP) by maximizing a global score
over the edge probabilities as described below.
Checking for graph connectivity can be reduced
to solving a max-flow problem in an augmented
graph. Specifically, to ensure connectivity in an
explanation graph G = (N , E), we first define an
augmented graph Gaug = (Naug , Eaug ) with two
additional nodes so and si representing a source
node and a sink node respectively. We further add
an edge from the source so to any one of the nodes
n in G and from all nodes in G to the sink si . Now,
for a graph to be connected, there should be a maximum total flow of |N | from so to si .
In the reduced maximum-flow formulation
(Leighton and Rao, 1999) in Gaug , we define a
capacity variable c(m,n) for each edge, m → n in
Gaug , as follows.
c(so ,x) = |N | and c(x,so ) = 0
∀n ∈ N , c(n,si ) = 1 and c(si ,n) = 0
Our final optimization problem is as follows.
From our edge module, we obtain e(m,n,r) , the
probability that an edge m → n has the relation
r. Additionally, we also obtain e(m,n,−) , the probability that no edge exists between the nodes m and
n. Given these probabilities, we define binary optimization variables φ(m,n) , where 1 means that an
exists between the nodes m and n, while 0 means
no such edge exists. Our final optimization function is:
argmax

X

(φ(m,n) max(e(m,n,r) )+
r

φ(m,n) ,f(m,n) m,n,m6=n

(1 − φ(m,n) )(e(m,n,−) ))
subject to constraints:

ILP Inference for Graph Constraints: Our inference procedure operates in two steps. Note that
our edge prediction module is conditioned on the
node module which means that edges will be predicted between the chosen nodes only. Thus, predicting edges requires predicting the nodes first.
Once we obtain the internal and external nodes
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∀m, n ∈ Naug , 0 ≤ f(m,n) ≤ c(m,n)
X
∀n ∈ Naug ,
f(m,n)

(1)

m:(m,n)∈Eaug

=

X

f(n,o)

(2)

f(so ,x) = |N |

(3)

o:(n,o)∈Eaug

RE-BART
RA-BART
RE-T5
RA-T5
RE-SP

SA↑

StCA↑

SeCA↑

G-BS↑

GED↓

EA↑

73.9
86.2
70.8
86.2
72.3

20.8
21.6
29.6
35.4
62.3

12.5
11.0
12.2
15.5
18.5

15.6
16.1
22.8
27.7
47.0

0.85
0.85
0.79
0.75
0.62

13.0
10.3
18.0
19.8
27.1

Table 6: Results of our Rationalizing and Reasoning models with structured, BART and T5 variants across all
metrics on E XPLAG RAPHS dev set.

Random
Topological
BFS
DFS

SA↑

StCA↑

SeCA↑

G-BS↑

GED↓

EA↑

70.3
69.6
70.3
70.8

9.3
27.6
28.9
29.6

4.0
11.0
10.2
12.2

7.1
21.2
22.4
22.8

0.93
0.81
0.80
0.79

5.6
16.1
16.1
18.0

Table 7: Effect of edge ordering on Reasoning-T5 model. Having a random ordering leads to a significant drop in
performance. Between fixed orderings, DFS performs better than BFS and Topological ordering.

Equations 1 and 2 define the flow constraints
which state that flow for each edge is bounded by
its capacity and that the total flow at each node is
conserved. Finally, Equation 3 ensures connectivity
in the explanation graph, by enforcing the total flow
to be |N |. When an edge exists, we choose the
relation r with the maximum probability.

is similar to that of RoBERTa-large (355M). All
of our models have an average runtime between
30 mins to 1 hour. The ILP inference is modeled
using PuLP.8 All experiments are performed on one
V100 Volta GPU.

D

Table 6 shows the results of all models on the E X PLAG RAPHS dev set.

Experimental Setup

We train all our models using the Hugging
Face transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019).7
For all RoBERTa-based models (including the
commonsense-augmented structured model and the
stance prediction models and our model-based metrics), we use RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019) with
a batch size of 32, an initial learning rate of 10−5
with linear decay, a weight decay of 0.1 and a maximum sequence length of 128 for training up to
a maximum of 10 epochs. As for BART (Lewis
et al., 2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), we use
their base models with a batch size of 8, an initial
learning rate of 3 ∗ 10−5 and train for a maximum
of 6 epochs. The maximum input and output sequence lengths are set to 100 and 150 respectively.
Graphs are generated from these models using standard beam search decoding with beam size of 4.
Batch size and learning rate are manually tuned in
the range {8, 16, 32} and {10−5 , 2∗10−5 , 3∗10−5 }
respectively and the best models are chosen based
on our validation set performance. The random
seed is chosen as 42 in all our experiments. The
total number of parameters of our structured model

E

Additional Experiments and Analysis

E.1

Effect of Edge Ordering in BART/T5

In order to evaluate the effect of a particular edge
ordering on BART and T5 fine-tuning for graph
generation, we compare the performance of the
Reasoning-T5 model with edges ordered according
to (1) a random order, (2) Topological, (3) Breadth
First Search (BFS), and (4) Depth First Search
(DFS). From Table 7, we observe that having a
pre-defined ordering enables the model to learn the
graph structure significantly better. This, however,
is not surprising; due to the auto-regressive nature
of these text generation models, an un-ordered edge
set confuses the model and it is not able to learn
the structural properties of graphs. We observe that
the random model often generates cycles and hence
has a significantly low percentage of structurally
correct graphs. Having a fixed ordering also enables the model to learn an inductive bias towards
generating graphs in a manner than can be read
and reasoned through by humans. Owing to the
slightly better performance of DFS, we conduct all
our experiments with the same ordering.

7
https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers

8
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https://pypi.org/project/PuLP/

Low (1-3)
Medium (4-5)
High (6-8)

SA↑

StCA↑

SeCA↑

G-BS↑

GED↓

EA↑

73.1
74.1
63.0

63.1
64.8
50.0

18.4
19.1
17.4

45.4
50.6
38.9

0.66
0.65
0.73

26.3
29.7
20.8

Table 8: Comparison of Reasoning-SP model on the subset of examples in E XPLAG RAPHS dev set with varying
reasoning depths (low, medium, high). Performance on the graph-related metrics drop significantly at higher depth.

Linear
Non-linear

SA↑

StCA↑

SeCA↑

G-BS↑

GED↓

EA↑

72.1
72.7

63.3
61.0

23.9
11.6

47.7
45.4

0.66
0.68

28.5
25.2

Table 9: Comparison of Reasoning-SP model on the subset of examples in E XPLAG RAPHS dev set with linear vs
non-linear graph structures. The semantic correctness accuracy (SeCA) of graphs drops significantly for non-linear
graphs due to the complex reasoning process involved in such graphs.

E.2

Analysis with Reasoning Depths

We refer to the depth of a graph as the reasoning
depth involved in inferring the stance label. As part
of ablation analysis, in Table 8, we analyze the performance of the Reasoning-T5 model on the subset
of examples requiring varying depths of reasoning
from low (depth <= 3) to high (depth > 5). Unsurprisingly, we find that our task of explanation graph
generation becomes challenging at higher depth, as
demonstrated by a drop in all graph-related metrics
at depth >= 6. This reveals the hardness of our
task and encourages future work on better model
development of explanation graph generation.
E.3

Analysis with Reasoning Structures

Our next ablation analyzes the effect of linear vs
non-linear reasoning structures. We call a reasoning structure linear when the explanation graph
contains a single chain of nodes. A non-linear reasoning structure adds complexity to the inference
process and we validate this through our results in
Table 9. Similar to the previous result, we observe
that our task becomes challenging with non-linear
structures as demonstrated by a significant drop in
semantic correctness accuracy.
E.4

Belief: Zoos shouldn't be abolished.
Argument: Zoos are actually good at being cruel to animals
so they should not exist.
Stance: Counter
Verification: Correct

Belief: Zoos are a positive for society.
Argument: Zoos abuse animals.
Stance: Counter
Verification: Incorrect

Belief: Affirmative action should be preserved.
Argument: Affirmative action is discriminatory.
Stance: Counter
Verification: Incorrect
affirmative
action

zoos

zoos

capable of

capable of

capable of

cruel to
animals

abuse
animals

discriminatory

desires

part of

abolished

positive for
society

has context

has context

not exist

positive

desires

preserved
has context

should be
preserved

Figure 18: Examples of predicted graphs from the
Reasoning-T5 model. The verification term stands for
the outcome of human verification while stance refers
to the gold label for the (belief, argument) pair.

F

Examples from E XPLAG RAPHS

We also show some randomly chosen examples
from E XPLAG RAPHS in Figures 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27. Each example contains a belief, an argument, the stance and the corresponding
commonsense explanation graph.

Quantitative Analysis of Generated
Explanation Graphs from RE-T5

In order to gain a better understanding of the explanation graphs generated by our Reasoning-T5
model, we show sample explanation graphs generated by the model in Figure 18. Unlike our
RE-SP model, it typically generates linear chains
with much fewer number of external commonsense
nodes.
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Belief: Celibacy should be respected as an expression of belief.
Argument: Vows of celibacy are often related to religious beliefs.
Stance: Support
Belief: Organ transplant is important.
Argument: A patient with failed kidneys might not die if he gets organ donation.
Stance: Support

Celibacy
synonym of

has property

no sex

patient

kidneys

receives action

capable of

organ
transplant

part of

used for

action

expression of
belief
part of

make person
healthy

devotion
to god

created by

not causes

is a

death

Important

part of

Figure 21: Example 3

religious
receives action

respected

Figure 19: Example 1

Belief: Entrapment should be legal.
Argument: Entrapment catches terrible people.
Stance: Support

Belief: Autonomous car development should end.
Argument: Autonomous cars would be better than humans.
Stance: Counter
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Figure 20: Example 2
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Belief: Allowing organ trade does harm to the poor.
Argument: If we allow organ trade, the poor can more
easily pay to acquire needed resources.
Stance: Counter

Belief: Cosmetic surgery should not have an age requirement.
Argument: Young people with traumatic accidents may need
reconstructive surgery just as much as an adult would.
Stance: Support
traumatic
accidents

poor
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Figure 25: Example 7

Belief: Plastic surgery should not be shamed.
Argument: Plastic surgery is harmful to one's self esteem.
Stance: Counter

Belief: Marriage is extremely important for strong families.
Argument: Marriage has been a staple in society for centuries.
Stance: Support
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Belief: Marriage does not mean much.
Argument: Marriage is the backbone of society.
Stance: Counter
Marriage
is a

legal union
used for

people join
together
causes

stable
families
causes

backbone of
society
antonym of

not mean
much
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